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PART ONE: The Presuppositions 

THE CULTURAL REVOLUTION 

Acrocs the earth, Protestant congregations are awakening to the 
startling new world, in which they have to live and for which they are 
responsible, It is a strange world of radical revolution, Radical in 
scope because history is experiencing for the first time a universal 
upheaval in consciousness; every continent, every people, every individual,,, 
every stage of life is affected, The depth of the revolution is, perhaps, 
even more significant. It penetrates beneath the economic and political 
dimensions of our social life to the very well-springs of human living 
itself, Concretely, the explosion in civilization now at hand is created 
by the convergence of three revolutions. 

First, the scientific revolution is altering our model of the 
universe and our image of human participation in it, The universe of Dr, 
Einstein is woven into the very fabric of post-modern man. The concepts 
of the observer's role in the experience of reality, of the expanding 
universe and the dissipation of energy, of relational substance, and the 
significance of models in determining what happens in nature and history-
all of these have altered the common sense of everyday thinking. The 
cosmological revolution has totally changed man's picture of his environ
ment, 

The second major force in the transposition of humanness today 
is the technological or Urban Revolution. The form of human settlement 
molds the life ?tyle of its people. Today the entire world is emerging 
into a cosmopolis which, first of all, is a state of mind, The power of 
the rural mind-set has been exhausted and is being replaced by the rising 
urban mentality, The simplicity of natural rhythms has been replaced by 
the complexity of historical variation, The intimate and provincial have 
given way to the anonymous and comprehensive. Stable patterns have been 
uprooted by rapid and perpetual social change, and the very roots of life 
are being transferred from the memories of the past to the possibilities 
of the future. In brief, the new urbanity is demanding different life 
postures which eobody fresh and unique feelings after and understandings 
of inner human relatedness and social grounding. 

The third dimension of the cultural revolution is the universal 
and crucial alteration of the "moodti of man. In new depth and increased 
intensity man has become a self-reflective or self-conscious being. Per
haps "intentionality" is the most definitive characteristiq of the.new 
mood. The post modern man takes nothing for granted, nothing on the 
authority of the past. Instead he forges temporal models out of the 
signals of the times by which he intentionally carries out the future. To 
do this he has been forced (consciously and unconsciously) to reinterpret 
radically old life-stories and to create fresh ones, There is a revolution 
in progress in the symbols, myths, and rites through which man is ultimately 
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f.si C1, ·· scc.ul.rc:. , ' c1· ·reli,sious" anll fu1 1,1ankind at large, 

JHE REVOLUTION IN THE CHURCH 

_. rhis three-pronged cultural revolution comprises the �rLid in whi�h 
w': LLve �co'< , To Je�ignate it e.s gooc'i or bad, right or wror6, is to miss 
the cruci�l ��-ue anJ to abstract oneself frora reality. re is the given Jf 

:ur time �o •,i:tii..:, the of God must spe2k and in which they .:iu9l serve· 
1he Church has �l�ys this ewe-fol� res?onsibillty: to articulate its 

tc, th'' worlc and tc.1 emb-:.1dy this message in its life within the 

i1.L::s1..;u.,.:al :n·occss o, behalf of a more just ;::,lciety. In assurr.ing this dual 
responsibility the Chh�h has witnessei its cwn revolution which also is 

dc-sc:i_h1c;c by t.hreE, n:�he,_.:ci.ls .. 

fhc first is the _,logical resurs2nce which was borr,. out of 
the Clwrch' s recogniticm thc1 , f !�2 must speak to and live in tlie world she 
had bl:!cn ;:_i ven; rath.,�r th�-, '. ,:eam nf victc:,ries in a worl,1 that is past. 
CcntLcr:1;::or•"ry the,)lugio.ns have st.,.1gglf.d for forty odd vP�LS for the means 
to prc,claim the T.;i0rd in a relevant nanner to our c1y11dmic ·world. These 
endt:. 1v .--r:s c"c -,vercd for the Church Le undf�rs tanding of the sovereignty 
of GL,d; first of' all in the sense ,,i F!:._c.; lordship over history, In our 
concrete. hist-.Jry we live bc:i:or, , ,,L- 3o,r,.,1.cign One, It is the Lord Himself 
who is at work in the cultural n·volui T,:i live t-�fore Gcd is to 
recc::i\Te a, ,: �ift, the new world aul ic� 1,,,:::,cibilitv, The next step in 

the teLrvcry ;E theology fccured on the s�vereignty�f God in the hearts 

:..•f H2 �-, ,:,r the Lordsh.i.::-• '.)f Jesus Christ. In Chris occurs the transfor

mati�n jn L�c J0e�s af man's bein� �h�rebv be is ,nabled to live before 

tLi:, Cre& �hat· ic:, c?nabl2d t0 take up · ne t::1sl of 1 iving creatively in 

t''c, hLc:tori.c:.>.1 t:irn 1.'. :}l'lce '.;iven to ·, A]r15:: with this a nc,-,1 aware-

nec,.3 -� ,:;nd ::::L;c1.i.ficance of ti. ''hur,1 0s the Word-bearing c·)mmu-· 

, Hv , 1 y com,· i.n'. :, be.ing, In the 1 ',t of these steps on2 wculd 

,i_._ i.:. 

U-Y [, 

; 

u; .. 

-t th?. thirl pl,.-i.s2 to be a rc�n,,w<.:• D.:rasp of t11e srwereignty of 

r· r•::,_ rnl lifr: and th2 d;1 ,s cf socif'.ty. Tid s etnph-3s is on 
;_L e; Spfrit ha::: brou·< "1, rhurd1 into the m:i.ddJ.,� of the 

_u; :JL�E:ent�.y given tc u;,9 Jr,ma,.d · nt:,1,v styles f'f ,,hristian 
i c;:,1 ,ib,,..J" (:,nee to God whit'.'• �i.1;j_,-:.. r unt0 tbe well--bcing cf 

rr�ati�� new st:uctures cf justice. 

·,) _ •:i:> :.b the �Jtc'ologicaJ. n°voluti,·n ,1.w ,_-,1�'.!CY1 c 3J. .\,mkening 
'J the.. d,,ncminational, sectional, 1�." ion,!.1. -,d cultural 

•:ii-..: ('i,,.11.ch in its preseat historical m�->.n.i.iestcii.1-.:n. What 
·t ·.; �' i.:cc, ::,rr.iu5ht into being in ·::he past, the ne , anvil o:: the 
: L ·r--:l r,:\rclut.·wn is altering. Cqtegcrical r .cptirc.ments 2re 

· .. :,· ,:.L�J.rch. fhis is the clue to th12 Ecumenical movement God 
E,:W,hc1,ici y is not a blending of differences, but a c'emand 

,;:;:'_c�'. U? th<: task of becon1:i.ng the Church in the ocst .:.JJern 
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world. It is the common experience of all churches of the demand to minister 
no longer to themselves but to the need of the world in its new �{storical 
situation. The ecum"'nical revolution clarified the fact that first and fore
most the Chruch is mission to the world. 

Coupled with the theological and the ecumenical movements of today 
is the awakening of the laity that occurred following World War II, manifest 
�s?ecially in the lay centers that now cover the world. The Laym�n arose 
from the shanbles of an old world. -to behold the arrival of a new era. He 
experienced a new need for being a person of faith but he also saw the demand 
to rethink what it would mean to be a person of faith in every facet of life. 
He could no longer comfortably live in a community that did not raise the 
serious questions. Neither could he participate in activities that were not 
genuinely related to the actual world and to the actual need of the time. 
He demanded a gospel which spoke realistically to the world of reality. He 
insisted upon a community that embodied its message in the civilizing 
process of history. The revolution within the laity above all else pointed 
out that genuine faith is only present where it is acted out by men who 
image themselves as mission in ar,d t·. the world. 

THE PROBLEM BEFORE US 

Converging of these three forces that define the renewal of the 
Church in the midst of the historical revolution of our time has led to 
certain crucial·awarenesses and requirements. The first is.that the intel
lectual side of theologizing for the twentieth century revolution has been 
accomplished. The tlifficult and painful task now remains to apply these 
insights to the pr�ctical situation of post-modern man and society. The 
second is that the Church now has forged a new abstract image of herself 
as mission to history, to civilization and to the world, The problem before 
us is to put concretion upon this, How is the concept to be embodied in 
historical forms? How can the idea of mission be transformed into social 
process? A third result is the recovery of the sense that the local 
congregation is the heart-beat of the Church. It is the vital outpost 
where the Church contacts the world. It is where the models and con$tructs 
of the Church as mission must finally be hammered out and put into action. 

It seems obvious that these three demands are intimately inter
woven and that they converge on the problem of the local church. This 
would indicate that the most urgerit task of the people of God is to discover 
fresh external structures and internal dynamics for the outposts of the 
Church in and through which the Church may be in actuality mission to 
history. Any serious concern for the renewal of the Church absolutely 
demands this. Perhaps her very existence depends upon it. There is 
already present today very precise guides for such efforts. Any local 
congregation which intends to be mission to history must be engaged in 
four serious activities: Corporate Worship, Corporate Reflection, Corporate 
Discipline, Corporate Action. Any earnest experiment that is concerned 
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of loving justice in the social order. The important concern here is that 
this calling is specific and concrete. It is to be carried out by the 
local congregaticn assigned to its particular place and time in history. 
Surely the activities of common worship, study and discipline are a part 
of this mission. The e�pbasis however must be upon the corporate action 
of _this body in the world. The former are but means to this end. Further� 
more, this term corporate is to be underlined.· Every act of the individual 
is to be grasped as an expression of the congregation in fulfilling its 
task. The intentional thrust· ·of the separate person is born ernt of the 
thrust of the whole body. And most crucial, the body must directly act 
as a unified pressure tn bearing witness and establishing justice. This 
is to ·say the congregation as a congregation acts. It is a corps of 
sentinels �alling into question the demonic within the social structures, 
and raising up new forms of justice that minsiter to the w�ll-being of 
the neighbor. 
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PART TPO; The Experimental Project 

THE COMPREHENSIVE AIM 

This all too briefly stated analysis was formulated by the faculty 
of the Ecumenical Institute over a period of ten years spent in working 
with the grass root prcblem of the 20th century church. Inforr!led and 
motivated by these presur?ositions the �esearch section of the Institute 
last fill spent three months laying the ground work for � pioneer project 
relating to the 16calccongregation. On the basis of this preliminary 
ex;:>lcration the Institute is nc1w preparec: to execute a formal pilot exreri
ment on a three year trial basis. Its purpose �s to seek new external 
structures nnd internal dynamics whereby the local church can become in 
actuP.lity an expn:!ssion of the body of Christ as mission to history in 
the twentieth century. The design calls for utter openness for ;:iny approach 
in linC:: with the ::ibovc str1ted convictions, risking comrlete failure and the 
necessity of beP,i.nning all over a8ain from the bottom or dropping the effort 
entirely. Abstractly state� this is a simple task. Concretely envisioned 
it is filled with frustration, uncertainty and complexity. It is the 
Institute i s strcnp conviction, nevertheless, that on such bold ventures lie 
the tempcral hcpe of the present historical manifestation of the Church. 

In the light of the historical situation it would seem that any 
such ex;Jerir.ient ought necessarily to be executed within an urban complex 
and nowhere is the need for such projects more apparent than in the inner 
city. Here, to put it most s;ently, the established churches have been 
losin?, ground. Store front congrer,ations and other churches of a po�ular 
appe.ql attract members, but too frequently abstract themselves from the 
real needs of the co�munity. It is urfent that many and varied experiments 
in new sodels of the local congregation should be located in such areas. 
For this reason the Ecumenical Institute has selected Chicago West as the 
locale of their projected experiment. For this reason they have moved their 
faculty and headquarters into the East Garfield Park district of that area 
of the city. 

THE PROJECTED MODEL 

Such a project cannot begin in a vacuum. There must be hypothe
tical patterns or tentative models which represent the past experience and 
reflection of th2 8roup concerned and that of others with similar concerns. 
Indeed such beginnin� ima�es must finally be informed, in principle, by 
all of history. The experimental structure proposed for the initiation of 
the pilot prcject ;:-:reposed by the Ecumenical Institute can be•indicated by 
thrE:2 historical categories: temple, synap,osuc and f;uild. The temple is 
coriprised of several or many synagopues which interlock in direct action 
in society through a variety of guilds. The temple is the focus of repre
sentational worship, on behalf of the specific society and all creation, 
and the coordiaating center informing and relating units in the master 
en�aR"ement. The synagogue is the basic dynarr:.ic unit here yet revolves, in 
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a manner of speaking, about the teBple. Its role is to nurtur_e, tr::lin, an•.1 

discipline the troops. The guild is the task force coiil.prised of iuJivic'.uc1is 
or groups from the various synagogues making the direct attack upon the 
social structures in light of the specific human needs. The Church is not 
any one of these but all three at once. In this model all four of the marks 
of the missional Church above described, common worship, study, discipline, 
and action are includrJ, hopefully in a fashion that shall deliver the 
Church to actually b� missio�Xo the world in our time. 

The Ecumenical Institute will begin by establishing synagogues, 
first one and .then more and then move to forming guilds and the Temple 
construct. It is anticipated that the house church groups will consist of 
eight to twelve families and that they shall at the start meet once a week 
in homes, in halls or in the Institute's facilities, as determined by the 
groups themselves. The meetings will be times of corporate worship, 
serious study, discussions on discipline and the initial planning of tactics 
and strategy relative to meeting the needs of Chicago West. The Temple 
image will be developed in their common discussions &nd in one form or 
another brought into being as quickly as feasible. It could take several 
shapes: adherance to a now existing denominationally related congregation, 
becoming a new parish of some religious body, or being a cooperative 
venture of several denominations. The guilds will be stressed particularly 
in the experiment. They too can take many shapes in accord with the social 
concern. They can be school teachers bound together to improve the educa
tional situation in Chicago West. They can be composed of those assigned 
to special concerns or projects: political, housing, crime, and on and on. 
Whatever their 1form, the guilds are to be the exposed outreach of the 
Church. Though they are the very heart-beat of the experiment, they cannot 
come first. The Church is its outreach but it cannot be its outreach without 
the accompanying activities. 

The project intends during the first year to bring into being 
three or four synagogues, working toward the Temple construct, and initiating 
reflection upon the guilds. The second year will involve developing the 
Temple image, and establishing experimental guilds while, if deemed wise or 
possible, ether synagogues are added and training of interested clergy 
inaugurated. It is hoped that the third twelve months will be a test of 
the established model and that special attention will be given to the clergy 
training aspect of the project as well as to preparing the involved laity to 
become cadres for the establishing of other such expressions of the Church. 
At the end of the three year trial it is the intention of the Institute 
that whatever is constructed of enduring possibility will be turned over to 
those agencies concerned with continuing it. Yet it is important to reite
rate that this model is experimental and tentative. The actual operation 
of the project may disclose it to be impractical or that the scheduled 
development of it is quite in error. 



THE RECRUITMENT PROCEDURES 

Recruitment in such a project is itself major experiment, and 
this is a part of what the Institute has :i.n mind. House churches viewed 
under the category of mission can be according to a variety of 
patterns and in a multitude of ways, could very we.11 be established 
by individuals with a common sense of mission who reside in widely separa
ted parts of the city. Or they could be recruited from a distinct section 
of the metropolis or from a neighbor.n�Jd, a single block, a housing 
project, or an apartment .,_,_._ .... ,�.L•-•F,, of people assembled could 
also differ greatly. They could be church pec. Yple, the faithfully committed, 
those operating on the peripheral edge, or the church dropouts. On the 
other hand, the synagogues might be c:ce2,ted from the ranks of the unchurched, 
both the unreached and the rebsllious, or from the latent church in the 
world. Obviously the composition could cut across both worlds and be 
organized according to vocational involvement or social interest. Again 
a variety of means of recruitment could be used. The Institute could 
assemble a corps of families rom the individuals it has toached in its 
schools on the West Side. could be recruited from an already existing 
congregation or from severo.1 who might send out missionaries to 
form such a cadre. The syaagogues also could be formed through direct 
visitation or through block clubs or rther secular organizations. 

The Ecumenical Institute is interested in each of these approaches, 
and feels that they and more nee,' to be tried. fa1ch of the proposed house 
churches in the project hopefully will Ll of a different pattern and 
recruited in a ?:ifferent way. For the j_nitial step this spring and summer, 
house churches will be �armed in Chicago West. The first method for experi
mentation is to approach those who have had. contact w:tth the Ecumenical 
Institute in committee meetings, cc11ununity projects, through renting of 
apartments or through taking the courses o:fered by the Institute in Garfield 
Park. The next method is to ask several hurc.hes to send "missioning corps" 
of two or three families to experiment wiLn such a project. The third 
method is to hold a special week--enc theolc>t:, :.ud course for block clubs or 
other or8anizations and recruit th0se interested for a house church. 

THE PROJECTSD fg_Q_QRAf' 

An att-?.ched chart presents the pattern anJ development of the 
3eneral activities of the project for the first year. The program of 
course will be fashione� by the above analysis oft� interiJr activities 
of the local congregation: study, worshlp, · discip.lin· , ·m: c. ··,orate action. 
In each case the plans are laid in terms of the overall raticnale and are 
directed toward the everyday concerns cf the families an. L 1ividuals in
volved as well as toward the tot�l group. 

1. Etudy, The synagogues 
the study of contemporary theology 

immediately to e ·age in 
a course in contemporary 
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culture. These are hard··headed practical studies which the Institute 
faculty has developed through years of experience in the theological 
training of laymen, Subsequent courses will deal with Church history, 
Bible, the family, the city, and world p,eo-politics. While these formal 
studies are being pursued the members of the house church will be engaged 
in an attempt to analyze and understand the socio-political structures 
and problem� of west Chicago, Furthermore a program of training for the 
children will simultaneously be carried on. This will involve experi
menting with new materials an<l m-�thods, with particular emphasis \·o be 
laid on discovering novel ways for such education to be carried on within 
the family. 

2. Worship. The first
.concern will be to enable the members of 

the house church to grasp the meaning and role of worship for everyday 
life. Second, while the house church is engaged in simple patterns of 
corporate worship, they will develop a rationale for the structure and 
movement of the Christian form of worship. The next move will be to 
involve them directly in experimentation with new forms of liturgy especially 
designed for a house church community. Following this attention will be 
centered on formulating relevant and empowering patterns of family worship 
and structures for solitary devotions for post-modern man. The intention 
would be to finally arrive at the place where the eucharist can be recovered 
in intellectual understanding and personal efficacy, perhaps to be used as 
the central liturgy in the house church, 

3. Discipline. The discipline of the synagogues will begin with 
simple stress on attendance and preparation. With experience, study, and 
discussion it is ihtended that a common rule of life will be developed, 
This will be a very gradual development in the context of clarifying, first 
of all, the meaning of mission and secondly the necessity of corporate 
action and common worship for significant mission. Particularly its possi
bility will depend upon formulating the concrete tasks that must be assumed 
by the house church or the guilds that issue from them. Finally, the rule 
will le formed in the midst of learning together the means' and requirements 
to enable one another, families and individuals, for the sake of carrying 
out a common calling. In brief, the discipline will be realized only as 
the synagogue becomes in actuality a covenanting community for the sake of 
mission in the world. 

4. Action. The chief purpose of this project is to discover ways 
the local congregation can seriously exercise its mission as the prophetic 

minority in its world. The first effort in the house churches will be to 
enable the members to understand in depth this new image of the Church. 
Then follows the work of studying and "mapping 11 

the mission area of the 
world to which they are assigned, Chicago West, This means ferreting out 
the socio-economic-political structures, the power centers, resources and 
potential, the conscious/unconscious operating images, mystiques, myths, 
and so on. It means apprehending and understanding the immediately urgent 
and the long range problems that deprive well-being of all. This in turn, 
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will b� followe� by planninr concrete strate�ies and tactics for effective 
action iE the li�;ht of the plans, Indeed, finally comprehensive battle 
plans and tirc.e tables r::ust be prep::-red, Out of precisely this kind of 
effort it is believed th� �uilis 2nd the T ple construct w�ll naturally· 
er�er?-c" 

THF� j\FITICL?,\T�D CONTRIBUTIONS_ 

flthou3h this project makes the focus of its experimentation 
new structures and dyna�ics for 16cal congregations on the west side of 
Chica30, it cxp�cts to contribute to the well-being of the Church et large. 
Cf course it is set up to adninister to a specific location and people. 
But on the other hand what is learned directly or indirectly serve 
nany other current 2fforts and forras of Church. 

The proj�ct is intended to Llake a contribution to all local 
conr;rep:a.tions r2'�3.rclless of th2ir location, composition, or assir{ned task, 
just bcceus2 it is concerned µith creating new congre3ationel rodels for 
our tirae, enabling th� Church to be the Church in the world. The project 
can perhaps cspeci�lly contiibute to various work and special ninistries 
of the Church in the c2nter of the nrcat Metropolitan areas as the Insti
tut2 enf;:IfE:S in the exchanse of insil'.!.hts relative to thes,� areas wher,:: 
the churches are losin-:3 •C;round. 

Tne project c3n serve the �encral field of Christian education, 
by provi t 'in? new curricula, aaterials, and procedures for the trainin!'.! 
of aCults �nd children. It can share tried p2dago8ical methodolo�ies for 

broad use as WL'll '.:.S c'.evices 2_nd approe.chC:'s esp,,ci2.lly useful for "inner
city'' work. New nodels of the family, new ferns for public, family and 
nrivate worhsio and Tiany other possibl2 tools for wider use may well 
�mer�e. �he cxpcrinent can be of direct assistance to various pastoral 

trnining ccnt2rs 2nd se□inaries by ?rovi�in� a laboratory and place for 

intern traininn nt th0 �rass roots level. It can also serve the seminaries 
as ?_ rcsourc2 in fon�in;-r relevant practical theoloEical courses. 

Obviously the project can potentinlly add to the efforts of the 
□any soci31 action asencies of the Church on both the local and national 
level. The same is true relative to boards of evan�elism, domestic and 
forci�n missions �nd departnents of lay 3ctivities . Indeed, if the 
en::i.E.Pvor is at •�11 successful, it is :-lifficult to see where its fruits 
woul::: not b2 useful simply because it will be dealin:; with a root issue 
in th� lif� of the whol2 church toCAy, 
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THREE YEAR DEVELOPMENT OF THE PILOT PROJECT 

First Year Second Year 
1964 1965 

Development of Development of 
house churches guilds and temple 

1 

Common Experimentation with Establishment and 
Worship forms of worship in the experimentation with 

house churches forms of te.r1ple worship 

Common Fundamental Emphasis on 
Study courses in theology teacher training and 

and culture and problem courses 

Common Developing the Testing the 
Disciplir.e structure of the experi- content of the experi-

mental rule of life �ental rule of life 

Preparatory planning Social Action 
-common and organizing for in the west side 

Action a.ir-ect action through the guilds 

Special Curriculum and methods Curriculum and methods 
ProjectE of theological & cultural of education of high 

education of children in school drop-outs in a 
a house church situation house church situation 

Third Year 
1966 

I 
Testing of 
the full project 

Experimentation with 
cultic rhythms and 
music in temple worship 

Experiment by 
laymen with full 
adult education 

Enlarging the 
applicability of the ex-
perimental rule of life 

Inclusive pluralistic 
structures for prophetic 
minorities in Chicago v!est 

Experimentation with 
total education of 
children and youth 
by a house church. 
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ThP- Geographical Concretion of the Project 

The church must capture urban man if it is to fulfill its 
assiqnment in the 20th century. The city must be seized. And this not 
only in the socio-political sense of influencing the comprehensive power 
structures and top level decision-making centers; it must also grasp it 
in the gee-social sense of reaching the masses on the most local level. 
Failing this task, it shall not have dealt with the city as the church 
at all. The Ecumenical Institute's project relating to the renewal of 
the local congregation is dedicated to the latter task. Indeed, it is 
an effort to do both jobs at once. 

Geographically it will begin with CHICAGO WEST, one of the 
tragically dramat.ic inner--city areas of the great Mid-American metropolis. 
This area, which roughly coincides with the westward expanding Negro 
ghetto, has been "gridded" into eleven sections. All of these must be 
approached systematically by the church. Section VIII is the East 
Garfield Park community where the Ecumenical Institute is located and 
where its 15 family-unit faculty resides. The pilot experiment of the 
Institute will be carried out in this community. The results will first 
be shared with other institutions at work in other secsions of CHICAGO 
WEST and facing similar problems. In this fashion, the whole of CHICAGO 
WEST can be penetrated on the community level. 

Section VIII is approximately 50 blocks in area. Of these, 
about 30 are 11sed for residential purposes. The population is almost 
entirely composed of Negro citizens recently migrated from the rural 
South. Few segments of the American people are more culturally, econo
mically and politically deprived. The area is densely populated and 
generally, housing is in a rapidly deteriorating condition. Only one 
established church exists in the Section and there are no community 
organizations operating. 

The Institute has divided this Section into two Zones, each 
with three Sectors. Sector "C", the immediate neighborhood of the Insti
tute, has been selected as the focusing point for this experiment. This 
Sector has been further divided into six stakes. A cadre or house church 
or synagogue will be established within each stake. One of these will be 
localized in a massive, city-sponsored, hi-rise housing project for 
elderly citizens. One will be in an apartment house; another will be 
established through an already existing "block club." 'Phe others will be 
located ... in smaller multiple dwelling units localized into convenient city 
blocks. The temple of this model will be located temporarily in the 
Chapel Building of the Ecumenical Institute. 

Three guilds will be formed as rapidly as feasible. One will 
deal wi�h the political issues arid problems relative to the Sector in 
relation to the total East Garfield community, to CHICAGO WEST, to Metro
politan Chicago, to the nation and to the world. Another will concern 

,) 

0 

itself on the same levels with the economic dimension of soci�l existence' 
the third, with matters relating to the broad cultural cxistcnc2 of th2 
community as part of society at lar0e. The major concern of the 2uilds 
will be to attack with power very specific proble!'.ls in these three facets 
of society that have to do with the well-bein� of nen. Specific details 
and models are necessarily not included at this tir.i.e. Periodic reports 
will be available and further info.rmation can be obtained by writir1c.; to 
the Institute. 

The attached charts present graphically whet has been described. 
Chart I locates CHICAGO WEST in relation to the central City of Metro
politan Chicago. Chart II is a schematic abstract of the Section �ri,:� 
for CHICAGO WEST. The smaller lines indicate possible Zone divisions 
within the individual Sections. This chart must be considered as �n 
abstract of the existing situation. As each individual Section is 
explored, major modifications will have to be n,3.de in these general Zone 
and Section divisions. 

An example of this occurs in Section VIII (Chart III) where Gar-· 
field Park is found to occupy half of this Section. We are able to divicc 
the remaining area into two Zones (A and B), each of which is sivid0d into 
three sections (A, B, C). The smallest lines found within Sector C of 
Zone B indicate stake boundaries. Chart IV shows this st�kc 3rran�escnt 
in relation to the street pattern 'of Sector f_. 
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